Phases Micromechanical Properties of Ni-base Superalloy Measured by Nanoindentation
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This investigation describes the changes in the phase’s micromechanical properties as a result of alloying elements moving at interdiffusion. The induction of the interdiffusion between different phases of a Ni-based single crystal superalloy still is a challenging issue in this field of the materials science. For this we used novel technique - hard cyclic viscoplastic deformation at room temperature. The chemical compositions of the phases were determined by the cumulative bulk deformation. For detailed knowledge of this material behavior during life time the micromechanical properties of phases were investigated by nanoindentation and the results were analyzed by scanning electron microscope and the corresponding chemical content was investigated by X-ray microanalysis.

It was established, that the calculated results values depend on indentation load stepwise increase from 5 to 10 and 20 mN, respectively. The hardness, contact compliance and elastic recovery parameters decrease, while indentation modulus, elastic- and plastic parts of indentation work increase with load increase. In initial material the hardness, indentation modulus and elastic recovery parameter for the γ/γ’-microstructure with coarse intermetallic γ’-precipitates were lower with compared to microstructure with fine γ’-precipitations. As a result of interdiffusion the chemical content was changed and these parameters for the coarse γ/γ’-microstructure increased as the γ’-Ni3Al content was increased, while these values in the γ-γ’-eutectic and Nb/Ta-rich phases decreased as the niobium and rhenium contents decreased, respectively. By this the lakes of γ-γ’-eutectic phase have maximal plastic part of indentation work with compare to other phases of superalloy. The cumulative bulk deformation increases lead to decrease of dendrites dimensions.
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INTRODUCTION

It is well known [1–5] that single crystalline (SC) Ni-based superalloys are developed for applications involving severe mechanical stress at elevated temperatures, at which high thermal stability is required. According to this reason this material has been extensively used in high-temperature applications over the past three decades for turbine blades and vanes manufacturing of turbo-jets and stationary gas turbines for power engineering. During exploitation the turbine blades are subjected to complex fatigue at elevated temperatures under multiaxial mechanical loadings. The loading frequency at torsion and vibration as well as creep under tension at centrifugal force depends on the rotation speed of the turbine rotor. For the characterization of the microstructure and stability of the properties of superalloys, these materials usually can be tested using creep resistance at very high temperatures [3–5]. The theory and interdiffusion processes between couples of single crystalline alloys are studied [6, 7] usually at high temperatures in vacuum and at very long exposure time. As a result of diffusion processes, the γ’-phase coalesces, coarsens and finally surrounds the γ-phase channels [2].

The creep strength and microstructure stability strongly depend on addition of rhenium (Re) [8]. These phases of superalloy are hardened by refractory elements, which tend to partition between the dendrite cores (DC) and interdendritic (ID) regions [9]. By this the solidification microstructure of Ni-base SC superalloys [10] depends on the casting conditions [11] and the solidification parameters [12]. The migration of atoms at elevated temperatures plays a role in the synthesis, processing and structural and mechanical properties forming in SC superalloys. The mechanical properties of the phases are rarely studied and are not yet well understood, as the phases are too small to be probed by conventional techniques. However, study of the micromechanical properties of Ni-base superalloy phases is possible using the nanoindentation technique [13–15], which is based on the Oliver-Pharr method [16]. Nanoindentation involves the measurement of the micromechanical parameters of the phases at very low load with a high precision instrument, which continuously records the maximal and plastic depth of penetration. Developing a better understanding of the evolution of the chemical composition and micromechanical properties of the different phases in SC Ni-based superalloys is the key to designing new advanced materials for high-temperature applications. The origins and evolution of a phase’s morphology during processing are
not well understood. The purpose of the present investigation was to study the evolution of phase’s chemical condition via interdiffusion and corresponding micromechanical properties change of different phases of the SC Ni-based superalloy ZS32-vi. For initiation of the interdiffusion of atoms between phases the hard cyclic viscoplastic (HCV) deformation (under different, but experimentally determined step-by-step increased loading conditions) at room temperature was chosen.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The nominal composition of the SC Ni-base superalloy ZS32-vi (in at.%) is presented in Table 1. As shown, this superalloy contains simultaneously Nb and Ta. The interstitial elements (C, B, etc.) are not shown, and Ti as a substitute alloying element was not found in this superalloy under consideration. The SC castings with dimensions of 180 mm in length and 15 mm in diameter were produced by means of electro-induction melting technique in a directional solidification furnace under high vacuum. From such cast sample was cut off by turning the stepped specimen (Fig. 1, a) for HCV deformation testing. The withdrawing rate was about (3 ± 4) mm/min, so that in solid material dendrites length was up to ∼5 mm (Fig. 1, b). The stepped specimen has test parts with different cross-section areas of 154, 77 and 38.5 mm², which are referred to samples S1, S2 and S3, respectively. Such stepped specimen was developed to significantly reduce the number of specimens, as it has a three test parts which are loaded differently. By this the all test samples (S1, S2 and S3) microstructure as well properties were identical before testing (Fig. 1, b).

![Fig. 1. HCV deformation specimen (dimensions in mm) (a) and initial cast dendritic microarchitecture (b) of SC Ni-base superalloy investigated](image)

The hard cyclic viscoplastic (HCV) deformation as a new experimental technique [17, 18] was developed to significantly reduce the testing time, compared to conventional creep testing [1–5] at high temperatures and long exposure time. First, to initiate the interdiffusion of the atoms of the alloying elements (e.g., creep at high temperatures), the specimen was cyclically deformed by tension-compression loading along the crystal (001) direction, and the amplitude of the straining was controlled by tension-compression deformation. The microstructure and micromechanical properties of the phases were characterized using the nanoindentation device of NanoTest NTX testing centre (Micro Materials Ltd). A diamond Berkovich tip with a three-sided pyramid apex angle of 142.3° and radius of 100 nm was used for measurements. Nanoindentation was conducted in diametric section and longitudinal [001] direction of mechanically polished samples S1, S2 and S3 under loads of 5, 10 and 20 mN for 50 indents, respectively. At present study the 450 indents were conducted in total. The phases stress amplitudes were calculated for samples S1 and S2 according to cross-section area (Fig. 2). Specimen cycling at a frequency of 0.5 Hz was conducted using an INSTRON-8516 materials testing system. The as-cast material (S1) was cyclically loaded up to a maximal tension stress of 280 MPa and a compression stress up to 125 for 30 cycles. Sample S2 was cyclically loaded up to a maximal tension stress of 520 and a compression stress of 250 for 30 cycles, respectively.

![Fig. 2. True stress values distribution at HCV deformation for corresponding strain amplitudes for 30 cycles of samples S1, S2 and S3, respectively](image)
at the indent sites were identified in 115 SEM pictures (4+1 double indents at one picture) and the micromechanical properties were calculate as arithmetical mean values of the data for presenting in graphics. For calculation we used NanoTest on-line help file Version 1.0 and NanoTest manual Version 3.0 based on Oliver/Pharr method [16]. Depending on test region and phase each data point averages over at least 10–35 indents in coarse and fine γ/γ'-microstructure, 4–5 in γ/γ'-eutectic, 9 in Nb/Ta-mean and Nb/Ta-rich phases, respectively. For comparison the Vickers’s hardness at load of 0.01 kg by Mikromet 2001 was conducted.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The optical microscopy shows that the dimensions of dendrite arms were decreased in the HCV deformed region (Fig. 3, a, b) about 15 times (from ∼5000 µm to ∼300 µm) with compared to initial cast microstructure (Fig. 1, b). Well known [11–13] that dendrite arm dimensions has influence on mechanical properties of SC Ni-base superalloy. The five basic phases of superalloy are shown on the SEM image (Fig. 4).

![Fig. 3. The dendrite microstructure evolution of SC superalloy during HCV deformation was conducted in samples S1 (a) and sample S3 (b), respectively](image)

![Fig. 4. SEM micrograph of the superalloy phases investigated. Designations: 1–3 – fine γ/γ'-phase; 4–6 – coarse γ/γ'-phase; 7–9 – γ/γ'-eutectic phase; 10–12 – Nb/Ta-rich phase; 13–15 – Nb/Ta-mean phase](image)

The phases under consideration were: fine γ/γ'-microstructure; coarse γ/γ'-microstructure; γ-γ'-eutectic; Nb/Ta-rich phase and Nb/Ta-mean phase. For better understanding of phases chemistry evolution via interdiffusion the EDS investigation results are presented in Table 1. The Al content in the coarse γ/γ'-microstructure increased from 11.95 to 13.11 and that the Al content in fine γ/γ'-microstructure increased from 10.7 to 11.6 (at. %), respectively. In contrast, the Al content in the γ-γ'-eutectic phase decreased from 16.65 to 15.78 (at. %). The Nb/Ta-rich hard phase did not contain Re, Al and Mo. The Re partitions such that almost all Re atoms are in the γ-matrix, whereas W partitions approximately evenly between all phases. The sample S1 Nb/Ta-rich phase contained 59.38Nb-23.97Ta (at. %), while in the sample S3 Nb/Ta-rich phase contained 49.22Nb-32.59Ta, respectively. In the Nb/Ta-mean phase, the Nb content increased from 14.35 to 27.69, and the Ta content increased from 12.99 to 23.27 (at. %), respectively. The hard but fragile metal carbide (MC) phase in coarse and fine γ/γ'-microstructure (ID and DC regions) in sample S1 contain increased concentration of Cr, Mo, W and Re but lowest concentration of Al and Ni. By this the content of Co was not changed significantly at interdiffusion during HCV deformation. By this such elements as Mo, W and Re were diffused out from MC phase and the Al and Ni contents were diffused to MC phase. With compare to Nb/Ta-rich and Nb/Ta-mean phases the Nb and Ta content were lowered in MC phase. By this the MC phase contains in proportion of about five times higher Nb then Ta while in the Nb/Ta phase which is mentioned before, these concentrations is differed.

XRD investigation [20] revealed that at the phases transformation mine intermetallic composition of the superalloy is intermetallic γ'-Ni3Al, and minor compounds is TaO and Mo0.6Re0.4 (Fig. 5).

![Fig. 5. XRD diagrams of samples S1, S2 and S3](image)

XRD diagrams of samples S1 had one very intense reflection due to Ni3Al at 74.3° in the 2-Theta-Scale. The S2 sample showed decreased reflection at the same angle, but there appeared a reflection at 50.05° corresponding to a small amount of Ni3Al. For sample S3, the reflection at 74.3° was absent, reflection at 50.05° was intense and new reflections were formed as result of HCV deformation. It is obvious that the stepwise variation in the chemical compositions of the phases at interdiffusion of atoms has a substantial influence on the evolution of the samples micromechanical properties. The results of nanoindentation at loads of 5, 10 and 20 mN of samples S1, S2 and S3 in γ/γ'-phase region are presented in Fig. 6, a, b and Fig. 7. The results show identically that by load increase the hardness decrease and contact compliance decrease and by this reason the calculated mean values are used in follows.

The plastic parts of indentation work for all investigated phases are shown in Fig. 7. This parameter
Table 1. SC Ni-base superalloy ZS32-vi phases elements compositions (in at. %) of samples S1, S2 and S3, respectively

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Co</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Nb</th>
<th>Ta</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>Re</th>
<th>Ni</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZS32-vi</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>9.38</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>bal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ/γ'–fine</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>62.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>63.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>64.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ/γ'–coarse</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>62.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>12.74</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>13.11</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>62.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ-γ'-eutectic</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>16.65</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>67.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>16.15</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>66.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>15.78</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>67.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb/Ta-rich</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>59.38</td>
<td>23.97</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>51.22</td>
<td>32.48</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>49.22</td>
<td>32.59</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb/Ta-mean</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>7.88</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>14.35</td>
<td>12.99</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>6.29</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>6.97</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>15.71</td>
<td>15.23</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>27.69</td>
<td>23.27</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Hardness (a) and Contact Compliance parameter (b) of coarse- and fine- γ/γ’-phase microstructure dependence from load applied.

Fig. 7. Influence of load applied on Plastic part of Indentation Work of phases

Fig. 8. Nanohardness test points (TP) and values (in GPa) of γ/γ’-phase microstructure in DC region of sample S1 at load of 10 mN (a) and phases in ID region (b) of sample S2 at load of 20 mN.

As shown in Fig. 9 the fine γ/γ’-microstructure with fine γ’-precipitations in DC region has higher hardness [21] then coarse γ/γ’-phase microstructure in ID region. The results of nano- and microindentation measurements (see Fig. 9, a, b) shows approximate identical distribution of hardness values for all analyzed phases. Thus, the hardness of the γ/γ’-microstructure depends on the region in which the different minor hard phases are embedded (see Fig. 8).

For example, fine metal carbides, slip bands and deformation traces increase the hardness up to ∼1 GPa over...
the arithmetical mean hardness of $\gamma'/\gamma'$-microstructure. The hardness of the Nb/Ta-rich and $\gamma'$-$\gamma''$-eutectic phases decreased as the alloying elements content was changed.

The indentation modulus (Fig. 9, c) increased for all phases except for the $\gamma'-\gamma''$-eutectic. The hardness and elastic recovery parameter (Fig. 9, a, d) of the Nb/Ta-rich and $\gamma'$-$\gamma''$-eutectic phases also decreased (despite the different chemistries of these phases) as the result of cumulative strain increase. The plastic part of indentation work ($W_{\text{plast}}$) of the $\gamma'$-$\gamma''$-eutectic phases was highest than those of the other phases and minimal for hard Nb/Ta-rich phase (Fig. 9, e). The plastic and elastic parts of indentation work were increased mainly at viscoelastic regime of cycling.

The effect of elements interdiffusion on micromechanical properties evolution was defined as ratios of micromechanical properties (Fig. 10). The hardness ratio of $\gamma'/\gamma''$-microstructure was decreased from 1.3 to 1.09 and for microindentation from 1.65 to 1.2 as the hardness of the coarse $\gamma'/\gamma''$-microstructure increased (Fig. 10, a). The hardness ratio measured by microindentation test method and known as Vickers hardness was higher as the maximal values of hardness on DC region were measured only. Such hardness increasing was conditioned by intermetallic $\gamma''$-Ni$_3$Al phase increase (see. Fig. 5 and Tab. 1) as well as the decrease in the size of the $\gamma'$-precipitates [21].

The EDS investigation shows that the regions with coarse $\gamma'$-precipitates have higher concentration of Al, Cr, Nb and Ta while the regions with fine $\gamma'$-precipitates have higher concentration of Co, W and Re by about constant content of Mo. It means that during HCV deformation the SC superalloy homogenized and the coarse and fine $\gamma'/\gamma''$-microstructures hardness ratio decreases. The indentation modulus ratio (Fig. 10, b) from coarse to fine $\gamma'/\gamma''$-microstructure (defined as $\gamma'/\gamma''$-f/c) decreases significantly with increase of the cumulative strain. By this the ERP ratio (Fig. 10, c) for coarse $\gamma'/\gamma''$-microstructure increase but
decrease for the fine γ/γ’-microstructure as the ERP was increased for coarse γ/γ’-microstructure but not for fine γ/γ’-microstructure (see Fig. 9, d). The micromechanical properties ratios show uniquely that the γ/γ’-microstructure was homogenized and properties changed. This phenomenon was as result of atoms interdiffusion between different phases initiating via microstresses increase during HCV deformation at room temperature.

CONCLUSIONS

1. To sum up, HCV deformation is a new effective test method to prepare the microstructure and micromechanical properties for study of the viability mechanism during life time and features for stability increase of SC Ni-base superalloys.

2. The chemical heterogeneity between coarse and fine γ/γ’-microstructures decreased at interdiffusion of elements under HCV deformation.

3. The evolution of different phase’s chemistry and micromechanical properties of SC Ni-base superalloy is possible via interdiffusion under HCV deformation.

4. Two elements, Nb and Ta (with absence of Ti), were found to have the greatest impact on the interdiffusion, chemistry and micromechanics of the different phases.
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